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another popular black market is nucleus (, but at least another 2 mirrors are up to serve visitors),
this marketplace is more focused on products (i.e. malware, stolen card data, etc.) than service. i

tried to contact some sellers and only one of them offered me hacking services to hack a server or to
compromise a specific user stealing his data with targeted attack. in the following table are resumed

some of the products/services available on nucleus marketplace. as mentioned earlier, the goal of
these attacks is to compromise your account with the stolen credentials. at a minimum, the attacker
will obtain the credentials to login to your account and will change your password. in the case of a

major breach, you may have your account also compromised by the attacker. with the stolen
credentials, he will be able to execute attacks that compromise your whole account, in addition to
obtaining access to your facebook data in an infinite number of ways. i know this is a late reply but

hopefully it helps either you or another person in your situation. so once the proxy is set up you have
to type into the web address, then download the certificate. you can then install the certificate in

firefox by *: 3 bars top left corner, options (or preferences), privacy and security (or advanced), find
the certificates section, view certificates, navigate to authorities, import, find your certificate, double
click. done. now you can carry on with your pentest i know this is a late reply but hopefully it helps
either you or another person in your situation. so once the proxy is set up you have to type into the
web address, then download the certificate. you can then install the certificate in firefox by *: 3 bars

top left corner, options (or preferences), privacy and security (or advanced), find the certificates
section, view certificates, navigate to authorities, import, find your certificate, double click. done.
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